NO SEE EM INDOOR INSTALLATION GUIDE

Usage:
These versatile LED recessed lights can be used under cabinets, in cabinets, beneath cabinets; just about anywhere you want to have a light. The low profile mounting bar has a front face of 1/4" and with the powerful light strip the No See Em light can even be used on stair faces or as floor lighting.

View our Installation Video at
You Tube
https://youtube/SZpOcL7t/MA

No See Em Indoor Kit contains:
1. NOSEEEM LED Light Strips
2. NOSEEEM Mounting Bar
3. Plug-N-PLAY 5' Cable
4. NOSEEEM Adhesive Mounting Strips
5. EZ Indoor Power Driver (24 watt)
6. Transformer to WP Connector 20' length
7. Instructions

INSTALLATION
Prior to any installation, check local building and electrical codes and secure any permits if required.

Transformer Location: Determine where you will plug in your transformer / power supply. Locate transformer in a location that is accessible in the unlikely event of servicing. Transformer may be hooked up to a switched wall outlet or your may hard wire the transformer directly to a switched circuit. You must leave access to the transformer per electrical code.

NO SEE EM LED Lights can be mounted in many locations. In cabinets, under cabinets, base board floor lighting.

Mounting Instructions are the same for any location. Under cabinet shown as example.

1. Determine location of first NOSEEEM LED Light Strip. Measure to make sure full bar will fit.
2. Mark location of screw holes. It is suggested to use at least 3 screws per strip.
3. Pre drill screw holes with 1/16" dia. drill bit.

4. Mounting bar can be attached using adhesive strip (supplied). Optional: Can be mounted using small screws (not supplied).
5. Slide NOSEEEM LED Light Strip into mounting bar.

6. Secure NOSEEEM LED Light Strip into Mounting Bar with small sections of Retaining Cord.
Recommended 1" - 2" sections placed at cut marks on LED light strip tucked between mounting bar lip and LED light strip.

Repeat steps with each additional section.
7. Connect first light strip to Transformer with Transformer to Water Proof Connector cable. Then connect each NO SEE EM Light strips with PLUG-N-PLAY cable.

LENGTH CUSTOMIZATION - NO SEE EM LED light strips and mounting bars can be cut to fit smaller sections at the end of a run or to fit smaller spaces. This terminates the power at the end of the light strip. Use a 6-Port Plug and Play Splitter if multiple short ends are needed. (EZ PLUG/PLAY SPLITTER is available at DEKORLighting.com)

Measure Cut Mounting Bar Cut LED Strip on Cut Line Slide LED Strip into Bar Mount

Each and every project is unique. These instructions are given as know approaches and general guidelines to installing our product. Your project may dictate an entirely different installation approach, which makes your installation unique. If you have questions regarding your installation please contact Customer Support 1-800-258-3344 or your local electrical contractor.
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Usage:
These versatile LED recessed lights can be used under stair treads, cap stones, bricks, just about anywhere you want to have a light. The low profile mounting bar has a front face of 1/4" and with the powerful light strip the No See Em light can even be used as pathway lighting.

No See Em Outdoor Kit contains:
(4) NOSEEEM LED Light Strips
(4) NOSEEEM Mounting Bar
(1) 12" Retaining cord
(4) NOSEEEM Adhesive Mounting Strips
(3) PLUG-N-PLAY 5" Cable
(1) EZLED Outdoor Power Driver (36 Watt)
(1) Transformer to WP Connector 20' length
(1) Instructions

Installation
Prior to any installation, check local building and electrical codes and secure any permits if required.

Transformer Location
Determine where you will plug in your transformer / power supply. Locate transformer in a location that is accessible in the unlikely event of servicing. Transformer may be hooked up to a switched wall outlet or you may hard wire the transformer directly to a switched circuit. You must have access to the transformer per electrical code.

NO SEE EM LED Lights can be mounted in many locations. Mounting instructions are the same for any location.

Stair Lighting
1. Determine location of first NOSEEEM LED Light Strip.
2. Attach to under side of step using adhesive strip (supplied).
   Optional: Can be mounted using small screws (not supplied).
3. Slide NOSEEEM LED Light Strip into mounting bar.
   Repeat on next steps. Connect to transformer, then connect strips to each other with Plug-n-Play cables.

Cap Stone or Brick Lighting
1. Determine location of first NOSEEEM LED Light Strip. Apply outdoor adhesive to back side of Light Strip.
2. Attach to under side of cap stone or brick
3. Slide NOSEEEM LED Light Strip into mounting bar.
   Repeat steps with each additional section. Connect to transformer, then connect strips to each other with Plug-n-Play cables.